CoFAC Committees 2021-22

Curriculum Council for the College (1-year term)

Committee meets once a month or when directed by the Dean

ART: Kurt Dyrhaug
COMM: Q.J. Yao
DSDE: Millicent Musyoka
SPHS: Michael Azios
MUSIC: Andy McMahan
THDN: Cherie Acosta

Personnel Committee for the College (1-year term)

Committee meets once a month or when directed by the Dean

ART: Xenia Fedorchenko
COMM: O’Brien Stanley
DSDE: Zanthia Smith
SPHS: Vinaya Manchaiah
MUSIC: Kim Ellis
THDN: Joel Grothe
Professor and Merit Award Committee for the College (1-year term)

Committee meets when directed – February and April for Awards Evaluations

ART: Keith Carter
COMM: Paul Hemenway
DSDE: Beverly Buchanan
SPHS: Jamie Azios
MUSIC: Kim Ellis
THDN: Joel Grothe

Student and Faculty Relations Committee for the College (1-year term)

Committee meets when directed by the Dean

ART: Prince Thomas
COMM: Stephan Malick
DSDE: Sean Hauschildt
SPHS: LeKeitha Morris
MUSIC: Jacob Clark
THDN: Travis Prokop

STUDENT REP: ____________________________
CoFAC Faculty Council

Committee meets once or twice a month – depends on assignments from the Dean

(3 members per department: 1 Tenured, 1 Tenure-Track, and 1 Instructor)

**ART:**
Chris Troutman
Stephanie Chadwick
Julia Fischer

**COMM:**
Paul Hemenway
Qingjiang Yao
Awais Saleem

**DSDE:**
Zanthia Smith
Heidi MacGlaughlin
Ashley Greene-Woods

**SPHS:** (no Instructor available)
Jamie Azios
Lilian Felipe

**MUSIC:**
Serdar Ilban
Brielle Frost
Jack Benson

**THDN:**
Cherie Acosta
Travis Prokop
Amy Elizabeth Smith

**EXECUTIVE Committee:**
2021-22
Julia Fischer – Chair (Art)
Lilian Felipe – Co-Chair (SPHS)
Brielle Frost – Secretary (Music)
Cherie Acosta (T&D)
Heidi MacGlaughlin (DSDE)
Qingjiang Yao (Comm)